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Welcome to the Spring Thornbury Tatler ! 

 
The Tatler has been going for over 9 years now and this is the first edition that is truly a  
community-generated one.  Thank you to all those who have contributed their lockdown 
experiences and if, on reading them, you would like to write something for the next issue at 
the end of May, then please send it in to the usual email address.  You can read about  
lockdown learning from all perspectives, parent, teacher and pupil as well as what it is like to 
be parted from family and friends or have a new baby without their support.  We hear about 
the experience of moving into the village during this time, something that others will relate 
to as we have quite a few new residents who we hope will all feel very ‘at-home’ here soon.  
We also hear about the plus side of sitting quietly and just watching nature and how  
lockdown can make us all appreciate what we have a little more. Our wonderful cover  
picture by Rebecca Poet is the result of just such an experience. 

With little to report on or promote, we hope that you will still find this edition of the Tatler 
thought provoking and interesting.  The Parish Council have updated the Emergency Plan 
and a copy is included with this Tatler. There is also an update from them on the long-
awaited village hall.  We also have a quiz to test your Devon knowledge and entertain you! 

We have a new advertiser this quarter, offering window cleaning services, so if you want to 
start the Spring cleaning, you now have another tradesman to choose from.  

Finally we have a new regular feature from RHS Rosemoor to inspire you.  So get out as 
much as you can and enjoy nature. 

Meg Galley-Taylor, Editor 

Please send all information, events, announcements and  articles for the Summer edition of 
the Tatler to the Editor by 15th May at the latest.   

Call 261804, or email to: tatler@thornburyhamlets.com 

Welcome! 
 A very warm welcome to Thornbury Hamlets goes out to Mrs Lovejoy at Oakwood in 
Woodacott and to Wesley and Doreen at Glenn Park in Woodacott, and to anyone else who 
has moved in during lockdown and we haven’t met yet! 

Thornbury’s roads need YOUR help! 

You won’t have failed to notice that this winter weather has caused many potholes to open 
up on both major and minor roads in our area.  Devon Highways crews are out making  
repairs, and the “dragon patcher” work on Thornbury’s roads last year will have prevented 
others from forming.  Particularly during lockdown, it is VERY important that you help by 
reporting any qualifying potholes* near you to Devon Highways - the more reports, the 
quicker they seem to get fixed!   You can pinpoint the pothole location on 
their website:   
www.devon.gov.uk/roadsandtransport/report-a-problem   
or call them on  0345 155 1004  

*Potholes for fixing must be greater than 40mm deep and 300mm wide 
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Thornbury Covid-19 Support Line 

As we go to press in mid-February, the third lockdown is 
still in progress, but the vaccine rollout is progressing 
well and due to reach many more in the coming months. 
The national and regional situation is changing week by 

week, but at the local level, via the Parish Council, our focus remains on ways that 
we can practically help each other. So if you are ill, or are isolating or quarantining 
(alone, or with your family) and you need help with shopping, collecting  
prescriptions or other urgent matters, please contact us at the numbers below and 
we will try to connect you with someone who can help.   
  Thornbury is a caring  community – we can do this together. 

  Call Thornbury Parish Council: 

  Paul Taylor:  01409 261804  or  07584 720802         

  Email:  clerk@thornburyhamlets.com 

We are continuing to publish local information relating to Covid-19 and its effects 
on our Facebook group “Thornbury Tatler”, and we urge you to join, even if you 
don’t usually do social media – it’s the fastest way for us to communicate with you.    

Stay well,  Paul  

Thornbury Hamlets Emergency Plan 

As well as the obvious impact of Covid-19, this winter has again brought us more 
erratic and extreme weather. The Parish Council has taken this opportunity to  
review how ready we are as a community for emergencies of all sorts. 
With this copy of the Tatler, you are receiving an updated Household Emergency 
Plan, giving some advice and useful contact numbers. Take a few minutes to read it, 
and consider taking some of the actions suggested, like creating an Emergency Box, 
or putting the what3words app on your phone.  
Keep this leaflet in a safe place for future reference, and talk to your family about 
how you would cope in an emergency. Also see the back page of 
this issue for the list of local Emergency Coordinators, and get to 
know who covers your area. 
 
You can see the detailed Emergency Plan at:  
www.thornburyhamlets.com/plans/emergency-plan 
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SATURDAY CHURCH 

We continue to meet via Zoom on the second Saturday of each month, from 10 am.   
Everyone welcome, young, old and everyone in between.  We usually have about 20 people 
join us, the advantage of Zoom is that people can join us from all over the county, from as 
far as Exmoor as well as deepest, darkest South Devon, so please if you know someone who 
might like to join us, don’t let distance put you off! 

We are delighted to welcome Bishop Jackie who will be joining us for our Mothering 
‘Saturday’ event on Sat 13th March, if you would like a Zoom invite please let me know 
 on liz@kingsfordfarm.plus.com or 0788 788 6354 or Sandra on  
sandraviahercules@outlook.com and we will make sure you receive the information.   

In April we cannot hold our usual Hot Cross Bun event at the hall, but hope to create  
something similar via Zoom again.  So please get your hot cross buns ready and join us on 
FRIDAY 2nd APRIL from 10 am – again if you would like to join us please let myself or  
Sandra know.  We will then be back to Saturday from 14th May, and who knows we might 
even be able to meet again in person soon.   

Take care, from me, Liz Priest and everyone at Saturday Church. 

Census 2021 
The Census is coming on Sunday 21 March. It’s a unique 
survey that happens every 10 years and gives a snapshot of 
all the people in England and Wales. It tells local and  
national government what our needs are – helping inform 
decisions about services, like healthcare.  

By filling in your census, you will help shape your  
community for the next 10 years. Your census information 
is protected by law.  In fact, it’s a crime for anyone to share 
your personal information.  Nearer the time, you will  
receive a letter with an access code to take part online.       
A paper version will also be available. There's plenty of help 
for those who need it.     
Find out more at www.census.gov.uk  

Thornbury Census History 

We’re a small community – the population of the parish at the 2011 census was 290,  
living in 120 households. The first national census was in 1841, when there were 551  
persons recorded, reflecting the labour-intensive farming life of the times.  Not surprisingly, 
with post-war agricultural changes, in 1971 the population was down to 203.  However, with  
increasing numbers of retirees, and diversification into other rural-based businesses, the 
numbers have steadily increased to the 2011 level shown above. 
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Lola-Roselle, who was born on 19th  
January in Hertfordshire, and is the great 
granddaughter of Raymond Pateman 
sends positive, happy vibes to  everyone 
your way. Keep safe in these times!  

“I haven’t made it to Devon to meet you 
for cuddles yet, but I’ve made it into your 
local newspaper, great grandad  
Raymond Pateman!”  xxx 

 Congratulations! 

 
We’re so delighted to welcome Albert John 
Avenell to Woodacott, who arrived on Sunday 24th  
January at 17.58, weighing 8lbs 11oz.   
 

Congratulations to Lisa Serra and Paul Avenell, 
and we look forward to “wetting the baby’s head” 
in the bar at the Holiday Park as soon as we can ! 
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A New Community Hall for Thornbury  

You may recall that Thornbury Parish Council was granted outline planning  
permission for a new community hall for Thornbury on a site at Windy Cross in 
June 2018. Since then, we have been progressing with our plans to sell the old hall 
site (with planning permission for two dwellings), and to put the nett proceeds  
towards the cost of building the new hall. This would happen under a so-called  
Section 106 Agreement, recognising the linkage between these two planning  
applications. Our discussions with the Planning Department at Torridge DC have 
been ongoing throughout this period, but the Covid-19 pandemic has caused  
delays for all of the parties involved. We have therefore reached a new agreement 
with them as follows.   
 
In order to allow sufficient time for the completion of the remaining legal and land 
transfer work relating to the old hall site and its sale, and for the design and  
detailed planning processes for the new hall to be completed, we will re-submit the 
planning application for the new hall (effectively resetting the clock), with a view to 
this being approved at the same time that the planning permission for the old hall 
site is granted. We have also agreed a period for each of these applications of 4 
years for all reserved matters to be completed, and a further 2 years for practical 
start of work on site.  Our solicitors are confident that the outstanding legal 
matters for the old hall site can be completed in the near future.   
 
We are also in the process of setting up a new charity, which has the objectives of 
fund-raising for, then building and running a new hall. Going forward, we believe 
that in the “post-Covid” period, there will be significant funding available at both 
the national and local levels for the regeneration of communities throughout the 
country who have suffered during the pandemic, and we expect that this will  
contribute to the fund-raising needed for the new hall, as a focal point for the 
Thornbury Hamlets.   

We will keep you updated on progress and very much look forward to the time 
when Thornbury can once again come together as a community. 
 

Keith Hutchings, Chair   Paul Taylor, Clerk 
Thornbury Parish Council 
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A move to the country 

We arrived in Brendon on a sunny Thursday October afternoon, excited to see our new 
house again, after having only visited once before in August (and fully masked at that) due 
to lockdown restrictions.  The house stood gleaming in the sunshine, the peace and quiet of 
the hamlet was exactly the restorative we needed after JC’s surprise heart attack in July.   
But how do you befriend your new neighbours during a pandemic?   Tentative socially  
distanced ‘hellos’ over the garden gate were exchanged alongside kind offers of help, but it 
was still not the same as us being able to welcome our new neighbours into our house.    

Having moved from the bustling metropolis of Brighton, we immediately found that  
lockdown was so much easier due to the space around us.   Our previous house was on a 
busy main road leading to the city centre and seafront which meant that cars, buses and 
lorries were a constant source of background noise and pollution, now we had the sound of 
the birds, the lowing of the cows and the farm machinery moving around first thing in the 
morning (quickly renamed morning manoeuvres).  Every evening we gazed upwards, 
amazed at being able to see the stars so clearly without the light pollution that we had been 
used to.    

We appreciated the calm of Holsworthy as we did our weekly shopping, with no long 
queues or dodging people on crowded pavements as we had become accustomed to.   
Blackberry Farm shop became our one-stop shop for fresh produce, with the excitement of 
the weekly takeaway pop-ups becoming something to really look forward to – strange after 
having numerous takeaways that we had taken for granted on our previous doorstep.  Our 
life has now slowed down a pace from city living, but we are feeling it is a life that is richer 
and more at one with nature during these turbulent times. 

Despite the required social distancing, our neighbours, and indeed all the people that we 
have met, have been incredibly kind and generous with time and advice for us adapting to a 
‘life in the country’ and we haven’t felt at all like outsiders, more feeling warmly welcomed 
into the fold. 

What next for us newbies?  Well, we love it here and can’t wait to be able to explore all the 
countryside that this stunning county has to offer, and to finally welcome people into our 
new home.  

JC and Rachel Reid, who moved to Coles Brendon House, Brendon 

REFLECTIONS ON LOCKDOWN 
On the following pages, we present a series of articles contributed  
by residents of Thornbury Hamlets, reflecting on their experiences 

of life under lockdown. 
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Learning to fly in lockdown - with an owl! 

Last summer, as I was sitting at my desk 
‘daydreaming’ something white passed 
the French door.  What I saw left me 
astounded.  There sitting not three or 
four foot away was the most exquisite 
creature – a young barn owl. 

I had been listening to the chicks in their 
nest at the gable end of the house for a 
few weeks.  They had set up home there 
for the past two years but I had never 
seen the owlets – only Ma/Pa delivering 
‘take-aways’ in the evening. 

I was now set on a journey of delight and laughter.  Most evenings I would sit quietly in the 
garden and wait for the youngsters to come out whereupon I would enjoy their hysterical 
attempts at flying, landing and taking off.  I only ever saw two but I think there was a third. 

Much of the time they would achieve a 
safe perch on the five bar gate where 
they would flap wings, bob their heads 
up and down and turn almost 360  
degrees . However this multitasking 
came at a price – losing grip and falling 
off.  But my intrepid little friends would 
grub about in the grass then leap trying 
to regain the advantage of height.  Of 
course flying was the primary objective 
and whilst once in the air they fared well, 
getting there and back required more 
finesse.  It has to be said that practice 
was essential as both were rather     
clumsy.  Coming into land meant assessing the height of the gate – oops crash – missed it 
that time – lets try again.  Up onto the gate quick head bob left and right and off we go -  
straight into the hedge.  There he struggled for a few moments then up into the evening 
sky.  These antics continued for some days.  Navigating trees was a whole new ball game  –  
I heard them screeching and thrashing around in the branches trying to get a foothold.  My 
brave little pals continued to thrive, improving their acrobatics all the time.  I watched for 
four to five weeks and as time went by they flew further and further afield until they had 
fled the nest and were off to explore their world.   

In my garden I discovered a new interest in birds that has helped keep me sane in these 
strange times.  I now watch often and regularly the comedy that is nature.  Look out for 

bath time!      Rebecca Poet @ Owl Cottage! 
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Home schooling at Little Lopthorne 

I hope that the ‘’refresher’’ course of English Key Stage 
1 and 2 will help me to use amazing adjectives, verbs, 
adverbs and nouns to make this an interesting tale!  
Myself and my husband, Andy, are vets and moved to 
Little Lopthorne with our two young boys, Nathan 7 and 
Matthew 4, in 2018.  The events of the last year have 
served to strengthen our feelings of how lucky we are 
to live here. I was furloughed to care for our boys,     
allowing Andy to wholeheartedly concentrate on steer-
ing the farm department through the pandemic.  This  
initially involved long hours and tough decision-making. 

At home, schooling began with the aid of Bradworthy Primary Academy.  I had high hopes 
that this time would build Nathan’s confidence and catch up on some of his weaker areas.  

We quickly realised that I needed to be ingenious with 
my ideas to incorporate the suggested learning tasks and 
inspire him.   This was so much easier in lockdown #1 
with the glorious weather and getting outdoors.   
Matthew was always keen to be involved...he is certainly 
ready to start school!  

As time progressed, the initial 3 week lockdown became 
a distant memory.  Struggling with poor, slow internet, 
missing family and friends, I seemed to be continuously 
preparing food, 
treading on Lego 
and I gave up tidying 
away toys!  
 

I craved to be back at work, but that wasn’t so simple.   

I treasure the time that I have had with my young  
children.  The first time we went back to Cookbury 
Woods…or The Mowgli woods as we now call them…
watching my boys faces as they leapt over ditches and 
swung from branches embracing the world around 
them and letting their imaginations run wild, I will  
never forget.  It has been hard at times and many 
things have changed in our lives, but we are so grateful 
for everything we have. 

 
Gemma Stokes 
             Making a bug hotel 
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2020, a tale of two halves for us 

We closed our doors on Friday 20th March and as the weeks/months passed we became 
increasingly concerned for our business, as we found ourselves in the midst of a pandemic! 

In our personal life we were absolutely over the moon to discover, in May, that we would 
be welcoming a new addition to our family in early 2021. In the weeks that followed our 
feelings were a mixture of excitement about our pregnancy and apprehension about the 
future of our business. It was a strange time for me to be visiting hospital for appointments 
without Paul and also worrying about the safety of the precious little one that I was  
carrying. Before we knew it, summer was fast approaching, and travel restrictions were  
lifted. What followed was an influx of bookings with everyone seemingly desperate for a 
getaway. We had a bumper summer until we went into lockdown again from November 1st. 
The end of 2020 came and went extremely quietly for us. We couldn't see our families and 
they hadn't even seen me with my pregnancy bump!  But safety was our priority, it wouldn't 
be long until we would meet our little one.  As I write this our beautiful son Albert has  
arrived safely. Thankfully Covid restrictions did allow his Daddy to be with us when he was 
born.  So, as we look forward into 2021, our tale of two halves continues for now...... 

Most importantly we have a new and exciting journey ahead with our 
son. We are looking forward to watching him grow and thrive in this 
wonderful part of the country that we live in.   However, as the  
national lockdown continues our beautiful Holiday Park remains 
closed for now.  Fingers crossed we are heading towards some kind of 
control of this pandemic, in the coming months, and we can re-open 
our business again safely.  We have missed you all and are looking 
forward to welcoming you back when it is safe to do so.               

Lisa, Paul & Albert at Thornbury Holiday Park 
 

Lockdown at Branches 

Lock down has been a mix for me. A great opportunity to clear things out. Paint. Garden. 
And change my outbuilding into an art room for myself (a girl cave) while looking after my 
81-year-old mum.  She doesn't really get the idea of social distancing and wants to talk to 
the Amazon delivery man, telling him all her woes as she would like someone else to talk to.  

The worst bit is that my one and only grandchild was born in February and I managed to see 
him just once before the first lockdown and I’ve only seen him twice since. Have missed his 
first Christmas and will miss his first birthday. Thank goodness for video calling as I can keep 
in touch that way.  

I am just grateful nobody I know has died of Covid and in general I think people I see are 
very law abiding which is keeping us all safe. My thoughts go out to the families and friends 
of anyone that has died.  Let's hope that with the vaccine we will soon all be able to mix 
again.  Stay safe everyone.   Jane Bryant, Woodacott 
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Lockdown, Self-isolation, Isolated 

We all have our own expression for the experience of the last year. In March, the weather 
was good, and we could enjoy our outdoor space; everything was a novelty.  We needed to 
explore our options to live through this new life.  Locally the Parish Council contacted     
vulnerable residents with offers of help.  Volunteers rallied to deliver food and medical   
supplies.  Lizzies Larder offered deliveries and milk was delivered to our doorsteps.  The 
Holiday Park hosted takeaways (unheard of in our neck of the woods).  Soon those that 
could were released back into a restricted world.  Foreign holidays were curtailed, face 
masks were the norm and children would eventually return to school.   

Do we feel more restricted socially this time?    Is it easier now when we tend to hibernate 
in the shortened days of winter?  Are we settled in our isolation this time, or are we ready 
to break- out?  Although I feel more organised this time around with my deliveries and ‘Click 
and collect’, I feel more trapped, my only excursions have been to the Hospital, GP,  
hairdressers and a distanced outdoor visit with my son and family who live locally.  I no 
longer have the choice of travelling abroad or locally to the coast or the expanses of  
Dartmoor.  Social life has gone online.  Now it is family Facetime, Zoom meetings, and 
online games and quizzes.  We look forward to the next new normal after vaccination.   

I will embrace it with both hands and treasure and value the freedom which we have all 
taken for granted.    Gaye Tabor, Thornbury 

 
Lockdown travels - or not! 

In many ways the Lockdowns have not affected us badly – my husband works from home 
anyway (it’s that or a commute to Inverness!), and I could get on with my usual spring and 
summer jobs trying to subdue the garden. We did have to cancel scattering my father’s and 
stepmother’s ashes in Scotland (a rare family trip in May), a friend’s wedding in Ireland was 
postponed (August) and my 60th birthday trip to Australia has also been postponed (Nov/
Dec), but they will all happen eventually and will be all the more enjoyable when they do. 

Our younger son spent Lockdown #1 writing his thesis for his degree, in a student house in a 
badly affected city 420 miles away. He actually seemed unfazed, as it gave him time indoors 
to focus on his work, and he appreciated the fresh air when he went out for a walk. After 
lockdown he graduated, he came home, he visited his girlfriend in Poland and applied for 
jobs. He was lucky and was offered one where he could work remotely – so he applied for 
residency in Poland under the Brexit transition arrangements, came home to collect vital 
things, quarantined, started work, got caught up in Tier 3, Tier 4 and lockdown, spent 
Christmas here, had 3 flights back cancelled because of Covid restrictions, spent New Year 
here, was told that he had to reapply for residency because he was (inadvertently) in the UK 
on 31st December, and finally managed the long day’s journey from deepest, darkest Devon 
to Warsaw on 24th January – the one day it snowed, just to add some extra fun. 

The Akers family, Woodacott 
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Lockdown teaching and learning 

When the announcement came on January 4th that schools would be closed to the  
majority of pupils on January 5th, lockdown teaching and lockdown learning once more  
occupied a huge amount of my headspace.   

I struggled hugely in the first lockdown and, on reflection, realise that I had been operating 
in crisis mode for several months.  In spite of the glorious weather, I didn’t cope  particularly 
well.  Already missing family and friends, I was also missing students, colleagues and  
routine.   

Things, this time though, are vastly different – for starters, we were three months earlier in 
the school calendar year when this lockdown was announced and we are much better  
prepared to deliver lessons remotely.  Much of my time in lockdown #1 was spent  awarding 
centre assessed grades for GCSE and A level students in the fairest and most robust way 
possible, writing contingency plans whilst also rewriting curriculum plans.  Now, I’m doing 
the thing I love best – albeit in the strangest of circumstances – and that’s teaching children.  
Our spare room is my new teaching space, I’ve become adept at creating Loom videos* for 
children who are unable to attend live lessons and it feels this time that I am just about  
doing my job.   

My typical day, gets going anywhere between 7.30 and 8.00 a.m. reading and responding to 
emails from the evening before and giving feedback to students on work submitted to my 
Google classrooms since I looked the previous day.  By 8.45 a.m. I’ve scheduled my work to 
appear on Google classrooms for that day and uploaded any pre-recorded videos.  At 8.50 
a.m. I check in with my tutor group for around ten to twenty minutes, depending on what 
we need to discuss and how they are feeling.  Lessons start at 9.10 a.m. , just like they 
would at school, and I roughly know by now who will always be the first and last to arrive, 
what works and what definitely doesn’t!  The majority of students join from home but lots 
join from their allocated and socially distanced hub in school.  Huge congratulations have to 
go to parents but also support staff in school, particularly those working with our most  
vulnerable students.  After lessons end, I do what marking I can and tweak the next day’s 
plans.  On a good day, I’ll manage to prepare a few days ahead for some classes. By the end 
of every day though (particularly on days where there are meetings or perhaps a virtual  
parents evening) I have spent far too long sitting down, have had far too much screen time 
and far too much caffeine.   

Because of this, and perhaps because we were plunged into this lockdown in January, I’ve 
made a point of trying to get outside every day; sometimes racing against the fading  
daylight and definitely in all weathers. The rain and wind against my face after a day sitting 
at a desk has been super refreshing!  I’m writing this after one of those such walks hurtling 
towards half term.  Who knows what the next Government announcement on February 
22nd will bring?  I hope it’s news that all students and all teachers will be back in the  

classroom as soon as possible.  It’s where we belong.   Kate Prouse 

* yes I do mean Loom not Zoom, I’d never heard of it either until lockdown! 
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Farming, studying and much more! 

Throughout lockdown, we have had highs 
and lows, positives and negatives. Although I 
don’t think we have been affected by Covid- 
19 as badly as others, so we have been very 
lucky on that side of things. We have been 
able to go outside as much as we like, one of 
our top dogs, Toffee, blessed us by having 4 
gorgeous puppies, we also built a pool in our 
garden which lasted till August. The garden 
still hasn't quite recovered from it yet! We also experienced lockdown birthdays, cancelled 
exams, randomly selected Covid tests as well as antibody tests. 

Meanwhile in between lockdowns, we have 
had Christmas and tractor tests (which  
William took in the middle of December 
which has allowed him to help dad with  
everyday tractor jobs), have been to school 
for a few months and been on holiday all the 
way to Cornwall for a small getaway. When it 
comes to school, I am at one end of the 
house, with William at the other end, and 
somewhere in the middle mum and dad on a 
Zoom call about cows and sheep! And yet somehow the Wi-Fi can still keep going…..! 

As well as this, all my grandparents have had at least 1 vaccine jab, if not 2! So thankful for 
the NHS for keeping people safe and alive, and all key workers including agricultural  
workers for making sure there is food on our plates and in our bellies! 

Even if there is a worldwide pandemic, animals still need to 
be fed as well as people, the jobs don’t stop and now we 

have started lambing for 2021!        Laura and Will Priest 
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Thornbury Parish Council 
Minutes of meeting on 11th February 2021, 7.30pm on Zoom 

 

Those present:  K Hutchings (Chair), P. Taylor, L. Serra, L. Priest, T. Jollow, G. Tabor 

20/029.  Apologies for absence : C. Ward, B. Parsons (Devon CC) 

20/030.  Public discussion period - none 

20/031.  Minutes of the previous meeting were approved and signed by the Chair. 

20/032.  Disclosure of Interests - none 
   Changes to members’ declared interests – update received from G Tabor  

20/033.  Planning actions since last full meeting: 
   1/0589/2018/OUT, Thornbury Parish Hall, Application is being considered.  
   1/0900/2020/FUH, Extension at Cross Parks, Woodacott – approved. 
   1/1105/2020/FUL, Erection of store, Higher Brendon – approved. 
   1/1071/2020/FUL,  Erection of bungalow,  Woodacott  - refused. 
   1/1151/2020/OUT, Outline for 2 dwellings, Oaklands Park – no objection. 
   Lashbrook Dog Noise: Abatement Notice, further evidence collected. Planning 
   appeal rejected, dogs removed from site in December 2020. 

20/034.  Clerk’s Report: 
   Finance Report: Chair approved the schedule of payments and receipts. 
        Precept for 2021/22 is set at £4200. 
        Clerk’s expenses of £52.52 were approved. 
   Covid-19 Grant expenditure: Council agreed (LP/GT) to fund part of costs  
   for latest Tatler and postage out to every household, and reprint   
   Emergency Plan, at £135.80. 
   It was agreed to renew membership of DCT, at £24 p.a. 
   Correspondence: Thank you cards received from J Francis and  
   P Underwood for Graham Fund Christmas gifts. 
 
20/035.  Census 2021 – to be held on Sunday March 21st. No PC action required. 

20/036.  Social Media Policy – Council approved the draft presented (GT/LP). 

20/037.  Road Warden report: Winter weather is creating more potholes – during  
   lockdown, residents are urged to report any potholes near them.    

20/038.  Reports from County or District Councillors – none. 

20/039.   Date of next meeting (AGM): Thursday 6th May, at 8.00pm. Location TBA. 

   The meeting closed at 8.05pm. 

Search for  “Thornbury Tatler” 
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THE TATLER DEVON QUIZ 
  Anagrams: 

Rearrange these letters to spell out some local (and some less local) Devon place names: 

  1.   Try hob run         2. Two to a cod             3.  Hobo larks           4. Hoof down ruts 
  4.    Born end             5. Oilmen led tram      6. Frock around drab body  
  7.    How shortly        8. Rotting torn gear     9.  Honk mop tea   10.   Mad rotor     
11.    Coy yet brave   12. Voter tin                  13. Wish lad              14.  Poignant  
 

  Around the County: 
1. Where did William of Orange land in 1688 to claim the crown ? 

2. Which famous architect designed Castle Drogo, the last one to be built in England ? 

3. What is the name of the principal ‘seat’ of the English Dukes of Devonshire ? 

4. Which island off the Devon coast takes its name from the Norse word for puffin? 

5. Which breed of dog takes its name from a 19th century Devonshire vicar who bred them? 

6. Which Devon town contains half the letters of the alphabet without any being repeated? 

7. Devon and Cornwall had its own parliament and courts until 1897. What was it called ? 

8. Which game was invented in 1875 by British Army officers with the ‘Devonshires’ in India? 

9. Devon has more miles of road than any other county- how many ? 

10. The UK’s last witchcraft related execution took place where ?    

  Closer to home: 
1. How many bells does Thornbury’s St. Peter’s Church have ? 

2. In what year did mains electricity arrive in Woodacott? 

3. On which day of the year is the Devil’s Stone in Shebbear turned ? 

4. Holsworthy is twinned with which French town  (below) ? 

5. Moving to Holsworthy in 1932, Dr. Stuart Craddock previously worked with which medical 
pioneer ?    

         
    Castle Drogo  Holsworthy's twin  Pioneer          Royal landing 

Answers 

on page 35 
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    The Song Thrush and the Mountain Ash  by Simon Armitage 

 
Through the hospital window  
she said to me 
she’d forgotten the name of her special tree, 
and forgotten the name of her favourite bird. 
Through the hospital window  
I mouthed the words:  
the song thrush and the mountain ash. 
 
Through the hospital window  
she asked again 
why I stood outside in the wind and rain, 
and said she didn’t 
understand 
why I didn’t want 
to touch her hand. 
The song thrush and the mountain ash. 
 
She said she liked 
the flowers I sent 
but wondered why they 
had no scent,  
and why the food  
had lost its taste, 
and why the nurse  
had covered her face? 
 
And why the gates of the park were shut? 
And why the shops were boarded up? 
And why the swings were tied in knots? 
And the music...why had the music stopped? 
Through the hospital window  
I called her name 
and waited a while 
but she never came, 
then I saw reflected  
in the glass 
the song thrush  
and the mountain ash. 
The song thrush and the mountain ash. 
 
A song lyric commissioned by Huddersfield Choral Society in response to Covid-19,  
inspired by members of the Choir and set to music by composer Daniel Kildane. 
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Helicopter Tales - Charity begins at home 

One of the oldest Armed Forces’ charities is SSAFA – the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and  
Families Association.  It supports many of those who find themselves in need – often in their 
later years.  One example was the case of the widow of a Perthshire farmer who had asked 
for help to arrange her late husband’s funeral.  Although reasonably well-off she was short 
of ready cash.  The caseworker assigned to her agreed that a short-term loan would be in 
order, but he needed proof of her husband’s military service – he had been a bomber pilot 
during the Second World War.  The lady said that she had no documentary proof, however, 

perhaps a photograph of her husband in 
military uniform might suffice?  She  
produced a photograph which, indeed, 
showed her man in uniform.  He stood, 
proudly, with his crew in front of their 
bomber aircraft  -  a Heinkel He 111 with its 
black crosses on the fuselage and a swastika 
on the tail!  Unfortunately, for the Scottish 
lady, her late husband’s status did not  
qualify her for SSAFA support, even though 
he had lived in Scotland for most of his life 
after having been shot down and taken  
prisoner near Glasgow in 1941.  

It was in support of a charity that I once landed a helicopter in Bude, opposite what is now 
the Beach at Bude Hotel.  This was a fund-raising event for the RNLI, however, quite why I 
landed there I cannot recall.  A lifeboat was positioned offshore and a Search and Rescue 
helicopter landed on Summerleaze beach.  Overall, it was quite a gathering which included 
the presentation of a large cheque to the RNLI with my machine, together with a fire engine, 
providing a backdrop.  When the time came to leave, a fairly large crowd had gathered; this 
was, after all, an unusual event for the local people.  Always happy in front of an audience I 
began to go through the engine start up sequence – but did not get very far!  It was just my 
luck on this day to have problems with a “sticky solenoid”.  (Ask Arthur.)  It was a known 
problem, and was easily resolved – merely requiring a firm tap with a hammer or large 
spanner in order to free it.  This procedure was fine on an airfield, with a mechanic or  
crewman in attendance, but not so when on one’s own and parked in a small space in Bude.  
My moment of glory as a prima donna aviator ready to lift off into the air was compromised 
by my having to ask if I could borrow a hammer.  A helpful bystander suggested trying a 
push-start, but the fire crew obliged and produced the necessary item.  The crowd were 
then treated to the sight of the pilot wellying the engine before attempting a restart.  They 
really had value for money on this occasion because the first attempt failed and so further 
and more forceful wellying was required.  (I am reminded of the technical advice that I was 
once given – “Don’t force it, use a bigger hammer”).  After being bashed a second time the 
engine started and my embarrassment could be brought to an end.  As I lifted off I saw that 
the crowd were applauding, but whether it was for the take-off or for the entertainment I 
was never able to find out. 

And the Scottish widow? Although she did not qualify for assistance from British service 
charities, the caseworker contacted the present day German Luftwaffe whose welfare arm 
helped with a short-term loan.    Roger Lawes   
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A Year in Nature :  Winter 2020/21 

The other day I was reminded of an incident which occurred several years ago, when I was walking in an orchard.  I was moving
chicken house to collect eggs, and my mind was elsewhere.  All of a sudden I felt a sharp waft of air passing the side of my 
a puff of feathers in a fruit tree in front of me.  For a second I stood there stupidly – my brain being unable to compute what had just 
happened.  Then I realised; a sparrowhawk had taken a pigeon right out from under my nose!  I marvelled at how incredibly fas
had been, and the pigeon certainly wouldn’t have known anything about it!  Whilst I realise Sparrowhawk are not everybody
especially when visiting our bird tables, you cannot fail to be impressed by their agility, the speed of their acrobatic flig
operandi of their hunting! Since that day I have had several encounters with Sparrowhawks.  Usually the first inkling you get
around is the cacophony of other birds warning calls – especially in the Spring when garden birds are nesting!  My mind turned to the end of 
winter and the start of the nesting season, and I started thinking about our garden birds.   

It’s a miracle they can even survive the winter when species like Robin, Wren and Tits weigh 
little more than a pound coin, and they need to eat their weight in food every day!  Did you 
know that some birds like Coal Tits cache seeds and nuts for the winter?  And small birds 
snuggle up together in bird boxes to keep warm over-night.  I have read that 63 wrens were 
once found roosting in a single box! Robins are our only birds that sing all year round 
bird to sing in the morning, and the last at night.   

Soon our Woodpeckers will start ‘drumming’.  They usually drum on a tree or timber  telegraph pole, 
but sometimes on metal!  The greater spotted woodpecker does not have a song (only a single, loud 
‘chick!’ as a warning call) , and so they drum to attract a mate, and to define their territories. 
A woodpecker can drum 20 times per second! 

Another of my favourite birds is the super cute Long-tailed tit.  This beautiful little pink and black bird, 
 with a long tail, makes soft piping calls as family groups move through the hedgerows together.  They 

make the most extraordinary nests – of moss and lichens sewn together with cobwebs, and lined with lots and 
lots of soft downy  feathers.  Females can lay up to 12 eggs, and as the youngsters hatch and grow the nest 
held together with cobwebs can stretch like a sort of natural lycra!  

If you put out seed feeders you may attract Goldfinches in great numbers.  The Goldfinch is unmistakable with 
his bright red face, and golden yellow wing panels tipped with black and white ladders.   Did you know that the 
collective noun for a group of goldfinches is a ‘charm’ derived from the Middle English charme, and the Latin 
carmen which means magic song or spell.  It is thought that this refers to the twittering and conversational 
sound a group makes, which is like many voices.  If you have a garden pond you may have been visited by a 
Heron.  They are solely carnivorous, having a diet of fish, amphibians and spawn.  But if you think your goldfish 
are safe once the sun goes down, think again!  Heron have excellent night vision and can hunt during the night 
as well as the day! 

Speaking of night-time birds, let’s not forget our owls.  That eerie hooting of tawny owls, and the hissing of the 
breeding Barn Owl.  Barn owls can have up to 11 eggs in a single brood, although four to five chicks are more 
the norm, and they have a long nesting season.  British Barn owl young have an average life expectancy of 18 
months old – however, those that make it beyond their first year may live on to be 4 years old.  The oldest 
known Barn owl in Europe is 21 years! Barn owls cannot move their eyes, instead they are able to rotate their 
head 270° which is further than any other animal.  By swivelling its head round 270° it allows the Owl to 
achieve 360° vision.  Amazing!     Happy wildlife watching!       Dee

Greater spotted woodpecker 

Tawny owl 
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The other day I was reminded of an incident which occurred several years ago, when I was walking in an orchard.  I was moving towards the 
chicken house to collect eggs, and my mind was elsewhere.  All of a sudden I felt a sharp waft of air passing the side of my head, followed by 

my brain being unable to compute what had just  
happened.  Then I realised; a sparrowhawk had taken a pigeon right out from under my nose!  I marvelled at how incredibly fast the attack 

t have known anything about it!  Whilst I realise Sparrowhawk are not everybody’s favourites, 
especially when visiting our bird tables, you cannot fail to be impressed by their agility, the speed of their acrobatic flight, and the modus 
operandi of their hunting! Since that day I have had several encounters with Sparrowhawks.  Usually the first inkling you get that they are 

especially in the Spring when garden birds are nesting!  My mind turned to the end of 

s a miracle they can even survive the winter when species like Robin, Wren and Tits weigh 
little more than a pound coin, and they need to eat their weight in food every day!  Did you 
know that some birds like Coal Tits cache seeds and nuts for the winter?  And small birds  
snuggle up together in bird boxes to keep warm over-night.  I have read that 63 wrens were 
once found roosting in a single box! Robins are our only birds that sing all year round – often the first  

They usually drum on a tree or timber  telegraph pole, 
but sometimes on metal!  The greater spotted woodpecker does not have a song (only a single, loud 

as a warning call) , and so they drum to attract a mate, and to define their territories.  

Another of my favourite birds is the super cute Long-tailed tit.  This beautiful little pink and black bird, 
with a long tail, makes soft piping calls as family groups move through the hedgerows together.  They 

of moss and lichens sewn together with cobwebs, and lined with lots and 
lots of soft downy  feathers.  Females can lay up to 12 eggs, and as the youngsters hatch and grow the nest 
held together with cobwebs can stretch like a sort of natural lycra!   

If you put out seed feeders you may attract Goldfinches in great numbers.  The Goldfinch is unmistakable with 
his bright red face, and golden yellow wing panels tipped with black and white ladders.   Did you know that the  

derived from the Middle English charme, and the Latin 
carmen which means magic song or spell.  It is thought that this refers to the twittering and conversational 
sound a group makes, which is like many voices.  If you have a garden pond you may have been visited by a 
Heron.  They are solely carnivorous, having a diet of fish, amphibians and spawn.  But if you think your goldfish 
are safe once the sun goes down, think again!  Heron have excellent night vision and can hunt during the night 

s not forget our owls.  That eerie hooting of tawny owls, and the hissing of the 
breeding Barn Owl.  Barn owls can have up to 11 eggs in a single brood, although four to five chicks are more 
the norm, and they have a long nesting season.  British Barn owl young have an average life expectancy of 18 

however, those that make it beyond their first year may live on to be 4 years old.  The oldest 
known Barn owl in Europe is 21 years! Barn owls cannot move their eyes, instead they are able to rotate their 
head 270° which is further than any other animal.  By swivelling its head round 270° it allows the Owl to 
achieve 360° vision.  Amazing!     Happy wildlife watching!       Dee 

Sparrowhawk hunting 

Long-tailed tits 

Goldfinch 
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 RHS Rosemoor : The splendour of spring arrives and the garden awakes! 

Spring is one of my favourite times of year, after a lot of tidying 
up over winter the garden is ready for all the plants to burst into 
life again and start the spring spectacle with colourful flowers and 
lush foliage, with a sense of freshness and hopefully a change in 
the weather! The first sign of spring to me is the vibrant and often 
colour clashing flower power provided by some of our garden  
favourites: camellias, rhododendrons and magnolias. These 
plants come from many countries, including China, the Himalayas 
and Japan. They have been a staple of British horticulture since 
intrepid plant hunters, scouring the world in search of interesting 
plants to grace our gardens, first introduced them. We grow a 
huge variety of these gems, many we plant under a light tree  
canopy to protect them from the often sharp spring frosts which 
can damage their flowers. Once these trees are in leaf, they 
protect and shade them during the hotter summer months. 

With so many of these gems to choose from 
these are some I would not do without! 

Camellia x williamsii ‘Saint Ewe’ (above) with 
a vibrant single pink flower, it arose from 
breeding work at Caerhays Castle in  
Cornwall in the 1920s by John Charles Wil-
liams, and was named after the nearby vil-
lage of St Ewe. This is a reliable flowerer 
often starting in November and continuing 
until April. 

 Azaleas flowering in the Woodland Garden  
 Rosemoor ©RHS/Jason Ingram 

Rhododendron ‘Hino-crimson’, with lush green foliage which 
adds to the garden throughout the year and bright crimson  
flowers in spring. The evergreen Japanese azaleas are vibrant 
in colour from pure whites, shocking oranges and vibrant reds 
and when all planted in bold groups they provide a spectacle 
of pure flower power with all the leaves hiding below.  

A very special plant Magnolia campbellii (right) which is not for 
a small garden; this graceful flowering tree from the Himalayas 
produces stunning pink to white flowers the size of dinner 
plates, it is one of the first magnolias to flower and if not 
planted in a nice sheltered spot can get caught by a frosty 
night. 

Jonathan Webster, Curator RHS Rosemoor 

Camellia × williamsii 'Saint Ewe'  
AGM ©RHS/Mark Winwood 

Magnolia campbelli  
©RHS/Carol Sheppard 
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Get all the local Coronavirus  

information for residents at: 

 

www.torridge.gov.uk/

article/18368/ 

Residents-Information 
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Our ice cream is made on the farm using 
milk from the Dunstaple Farm Herd and 

natural, local ingredients. We also make a 
vegan friendly ice cream.  

Check our website for the range of  
flavours - www.dunstaple.co.uk 

01409 261106 

  

 

 

 

 
Private Party Catering Service  

Home-cooked traditional Indian recipes 
& Indo-Chinese food, prepared in my  
kitchen, then delivered to your home.  

 My home kitchen has a 5-star food hygiene 
rating from Torridge District council.  

 

Call Jayhsree on 07298182659  
for menus and costs 

Email: kitchensonu@gmail.com  
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Join us at 

“Thornbury 

Tatler” on  

Call me for details of a virtual 

service during lockdown ! 
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Don’t forget to 

mention that you 

saw them in  

“The Tatler”  

when you contact  

advertisers: their 

support keep us 

free! 
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 EVELYN   
SHARMAN  

 

 

Professional Driving Tuition 
(DVSA ADI)  

 

Tel: 01409 259 848 (Holsworthy)  

Mobile: 07885 352 082  

evelyn.sharman@btinternet.com 
4 Star GOLD Farmhouse Bed & Breakfast 

Complying to all government guidelines. 

Check our website for more details.   
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Quiz answers 

1. Thornbury   2. Woodacott  3. Lashbrook   4.  South Wonford   5.  Brendon    
6.  Milton Damerel   7.  Bradford and Cookbury   8.  Holsworthy  9.  Great Torrington   
10.  Okehampton   11.  Dartmoor   12. Bovey Tracey  13.  Tiverton    
14.  Dawlish     15.  Paignton 
 
Around the County: 

1.  Brixham   2. Sir Edwin Lutyens   3. Chatsworth House – in Derbyshire!   4.  Lundy    
5. Jack Russell terrier. John “Jack” Russell was at one time rector of Black Torrington. 
6. Buckfastleigh     7.  The Stannaries   8.  Snooker   9.   8,000   10.  Exeter 

Closer to home: 

1.   Five. They were re-cast by Mears & Stainbank, London in 1876.   
2.  1957.   Mains water arrived in 1952. 
3.  5th November.  The one ton stone is turned to avert disaster from the village! 
4.   Aunay-sur-Odon, Calvados, France . Our picture is of the town hall (mairie) 
5.   Alexander Fleming.  Dr. Craddock assisted with the development of penicillin 
       from 1929 until his marriage in 1931. 

The Manor Inn and St. Peter’s Church , Thornbury, by Brian Short of Woodacott 
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  Emergency Plan Contact Numbers: 
    
   Chris Ward  S. Wonford - centre    261459  07867 540618 
   Tim Priest  S. Wonford - outlying areas   261673 
   Keith Hutchings Thornbury & outlying areas  261373  07788 140497 
   George Worth Lashbrook & Lopthorne                   281336  07966 486575 
   Trevor Jollow  Woodacott - centre    261291  07773 881110 
   Tony Gifford  Brendon & Forda    261374 
   Stephen Sanders Lower Woodacott     261626   07971  695091 
   Paul Taylor               Plan Coordinator                                261804   07584 720802 
   Steve Bond     Snow Warden   261123   07970 731044 
   Paul Taylor   Road Warden    261804   07584 720802 
 

   General Emergency Numbers: 
 

Police, Fire & Ambulance   Emergencies   999 
Police       Non-urgent     101  
      or email 101@dc.police.uk 
Holsworthy Medical Centre   253692 
Devon Doctors (out of hours)   111 
Stratton Hospital—enquiries  01288 320100 
A&E— Bideford/Barnstaple   01271 322577 
South West Water (leaks)  0800 2300561 
Gas Emergencies      0800 111999 
Electricity Emergencies    105 (cable down etc.) 
Power cuts (Western Power)  0800 3163105 
N.H.S. Direct     111 
Torridge District Council    01237 428700 
D.C.C. Highways     0345 1551004 
Environment -S.W. Agency   08708 506506 
Samaritans     116 123 
Victim Support     0808 1689111 
 
 Your Holsworthy Rural Police team are: 
  Sgt Sarah Jepp, PC Amanda Brown  

       PCSO Mark James  
  Email: torridge@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk  

 
Thornbury Parish Councillors: 
Chair: Keith Hutchings     Vice Chair:  Gaye Tabor 
Trevor Jollow, Chris Ward, Liz Priest, Paul Taylor, Lisa Serra 
Parish Clerk:  Paul Taylor 01409 261804 

 

     Get more local information online at www.thornburyhamlets.com 
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